Citizen’s Guide to the

Conservation
of the Four Townships

The Four Township Water Resources Council is a
volunteer, non-profit group dedicated to protecting
water quality in Prairieville and Barry Townships
in Barry County and Richland and Ross Townships
in Kalamazoo County. The Council’s mission is to
assist with the development and implementation
of land use strategies that retain the rural
environment currently enjoyed by township
residents, protecting lakes, streams, drinking water,
agriculture, and open space.
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Preface
Today, the Four Townships retain much of the rural
charm that has been lost in other parts of the state.
Recognizing this fact, the Four Township Water
Resources Council was established in 1994 with the
mission of retaining the rural character and natural
features that make the Four Townships special. This
booklet is both for you and about you. The guidebook
has been designed to provide you with information
about several approaches and initiatives underway to
help preserve our shared heritage. Together we can
control our destiny. Please read this booklet, consider
what we have, and act accordingly.

Pitcher Plant, Three Lakes Area, Richland Township

The Way We Were

Prairieville main street circa 1916
Bernard Historical Museum

In the not so distant past, the Four Townships were
largely undeveloped. Family farms dotted the
countryside. Visitors arrived at area lakes by railcar
to relax and enjoy summer resorts and cottages.
The pace of life was slower in those days and the
“big city” was far away.
Time has changed that. The “big city” is now just
a short commute. One can live in the Four
Townships and quickly commute to Kalamazoo,
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, and even Lansing. In
many respects, the Four Townships are in a state
of transition. While many of the vestiges of the
past are still with us, change is upon us. In some
cases, change is occurring so rapidly we have little
time to consider if such changes are good for the
present, let alone the future.

Top Left: Train Depot for Richland and Gull Lake (circa 1916)
Top Right: Black Bass from Gull Lake (circa 1904)
Middle Left: Labelle Park on Gull Lake (date unknown)
Middle Right: Relaxing on the lake (date unknown)

Our Heritage

Augusta Creek Watershed Association Education Site, Kellogg Forest, Ross Township
Photographer - Larry Burdick

Natural features and open space are our shared
resources. The Four Townships are blessed with an
abundance of high quality lakes, streams, wetlands,
forests, and undeveloped open spaces. The natural
areas in the Four Townships support diverse plant
and animal life. These natural features create our
sense of rural character. A recent inventory of
natural features in the Four Townships found that
some of the landscape is still dominated by native
vegetation essentially unchanged from vegetation
that existed in the Four Townships a century ago.
The residents of the four townships are fortunate
in that the landscape includes many different species
of trees. These trees are important in that they
provide shade, habitat for wildlife, windbreaks,
aesthetics, soil stabilization, recreation, timber,
Christmas trees and nursery stock, improved air
and water quality and, in many cases, income. As
we look to the future, our challenge is how to
accommodate development while protecting our
shared heritage.

Yellow Lady-Slipper
Photographer – John Stage

Ours to Protect
Winter on the Kalamazoo River
Photographer – John Stage

The issues of managing growth and curbing urban
sprawl are being discussed across the state and the
nation. The Four Township Water Resources Council
has been researching and promoting several approaches
to help address these issues locally. In large part, the
natural resources of the Four Townships will be protected
based on collective decisions made at the local level.
Township and county master plans and zoning can
provide the general framework for protection, but
you–the landowner–will make many of these decisions.

Glasby Marsh, Barry Township

While growth within the Four Townships is inevitable,
it need not be a bad thing. If we can work to
accommodate development while preserving our natural
features, we can essentially have our cake and eat it too.
It was once stated that for every complex problem there
is an answer that is clear, simple, and wrong. No one
simple approach will address all the potential problems
associated with increased development. Instead, a
combination of approaches must be employed. Several
of these approaches are discussed herein.

Prairieville Creek, Prairieville Township
Photographer - Jim Fish

Conservation Easements

Spring Brook, Richland Township
Photographer - Larry Burdick

A conservation easement is a legal agreement in
which the landowner retains ownership of private
property, but conveys certain specifically identified
rights to a land conservation organization or a
public body. In the Four Township area, the
Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy is the local
conservation organization.
Under provisions of a conservation easement,
development or other activities that have the
potential to diminish the scenic or environmental
integrity of the land are limited or prohibited, based
on the wishes of the landowner. Generally,

conservation easements attach to the land in
perpetuity and are binding on future landowners.
A conservation easement can provide an extremely
effective tool to protect environmentally sensitive
land such as undeveloped shorelands, steeply sloped
bluffs, forestlands, wetlands, and open space. To
date, the Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy
has acquired conservation easements for over 1,600
acres of land in Barry and Kalamazoo counties,
including a 65-acre parcel adjacent to Spring Brook
in Richland Township and a 40-acre parcel in
Pitchfork Valley in Barry Township.

Conservation easements are being used across the country to protect valuable natural resources. With this approach,
critical natural features and open space can be permanently protected while leaving the land in private ownership.

Conservation easements
can provide several distinct
advantages:
• With a conservation easement, the land remains
in private ownership. The landowner can continue
to live on the property, sell it, or pass it on to
heirs. The land continues to appreciate.
• A conservation easement can be flexible and
tailored to reflect the property owners desire for
protecting their land.
• In many cases, there are significant tax benefits
associated with a conservation easement. These
tax benefits can make the difference between heirs
being able to keep land in the family or having
to sell it.
• Properly utilized, a conservation easement can
provide benefits to everyone—to the landowner
wishing to preserve their land, to potential buyers
of property who want a guarantee that nearby
natural areas will never be developed, to developers
who wish to market conservation-minded
consumers, and to the community at-large in that
valuable natural features and open space can be
preserved forever.

That lowland on your property may be more
important than you think. It may be a valuable
wetland that provides groundwater recharge,
pollution control, wildlife habitat, and other
important functions.

Wetland
Protection

The Four Townships are blessed with an abundance
of high-quality water resources. Wetlands in the
Four Townships support a wide variety of outdoor
recreational activities including hunting, hiking,
nature observation, and cross country skiing.
Wetlands also provide natural visual and sound
buffers.
From a water quality perspective, wetlands are
important because they effectively reduce levels of
pollutants in runoff before the water reaches lakes,
streams, and groundwater. Wetlands are particularly
effective in removing nitrate; high concentrations
of nitrate in domestic water are a growing concern
in the Four Townships. Many fish are dependent
on wetlands adjacent to open waters as spawning
sites; waterfowl feed and nest in wetlands; and
various game animals use wetlands for food and
cover. In addition, wetlands in the Four Townships
support unique plant communities such as tamarack
forests; harbor some rare non-game animals such
as the spotted turtle; and serve as breeding grounds
for a variety of frogs, toads, salamanders, and turtles.
Over half of Michigan’s original wetlands have
been drained or filled. Remaining wetlands are well
worth protecting!

Sherriff’s Marsh, Ross Township

Barry Township Lake
Photographer - Larry Burdick

Blachman’s Bog, Barry Township

Sandhill cranes, Mud Lake, Barry Township
Photographer - Wes Knollenberg

Farmland Preservation

Several studies in recent years have noted that loss
of farmland in several areas of the state is occurring
at an alarming rate. In fact, the Michigan Society
of Planning Officials noted that Michigan’s
farmland losses have been greater and more rapid
than any other state in the Great Lakes region.
Those regions experiencing the fastest rate of
farmland loss include counties in southeast
Michigan and those around Grand Rapids,
Kalamazoo, and Traverse City. Some of these
counties experienced as much as a 25% reduction
in farmland in the last decade. These losses have
been attributed in part to urban sprawl. In an
attempt to address this problem, several
communities across the state are exploring options
to preserve prime farmlands.
Barry County recently adopted an ordinance that

established a Farmland Preservation Program.
Essentially, this program protects farmland by
acquiring development rights voluntarily offered
by the landowner. The ordinance provides a
mechanism for the purchase of development rights
and the placement of an agricultural conservation
easement on the site that restricts future
development. The stated purpose of the Barry
County Farmland Preservation Program is to:
• Protect farmland in order to maintain a longterm business environment for agriculture in the
county
• Preserve the rural character and scenic attributes
of the county
• Enhance important environmental benefits
• Maintain the quality of life of county residents

In Barry County, an Agricultural Preservation
Board has been established to oversee the program.
Eligible landowners are offered fair market value
for their development rights in exchange for an
agricultural conservation easement that permanently
preserves agricultural uses. The program is proposed
to be funded, in part, with federal and state funds
and through private donations. The goal of the
program is to preserve contiguous blocks of prime
farmland that might otherwise be developed if not
for the purchase of development rights. The program
focuses on lands that have the greatest potential
for long-term agricultural production. Seven
counties statewide have adopted farmland
preservation programs similar to Barry County’s
and ten other counties, including Kalamazoo
County, are considering farmland preservation
programs.

Shoreland
Overlay District
In a very real way, the
water and land are common
and shared resources

Excessive development
of shorelands diminishes
both the environmental
quality and aesthetic
appeal of lakes and
streams.

Shoreland overlay regulations often require:
• Minimum setbacks between buildings and the water’s edge
• Preservation or establishment of shoreline vegetation to provide a natural buffer
between land and water

• Limits on impervious surfaces (i.e., hard surfaces) to minimize direct runoff to
lakes and streams
• Prohibition of uses and activities (such as confined animal feed lots or waste
disposal facilities) that could be detrimental to water quality

The land area that drains to a lake or stream
is referred to as a watershed. To some extent,
all watershed development impacts water
quality. The magnitude of the impact is
dependent on the quality of the development.
A well-planned development may have no
discernable impact, while a poorly planned
development can have devastating impacts.
In recent years, watershed management has
been the focus of many lake and stream
protection initiatives. Watersheds are not
tied to political jurisdictions. Recognition
of this simple fact was one of the reasons
the Four Township Water Resources Council
came to be. The Gull Lake watershed, for
example, is located partially within all four
townships, while Augusta Creek, with its
headwaters in Barry Township and its
confluence with the Kalamazoo River in
Ross Township, has a watershed that spans
two townships.
A recent study of several of the lakes in the
four townships indicates that the lakes are
at a point at which poorly planned
development could significantly degrade
water quality. Given their proximity to lakes
and streams, shoreland areas in particular
are sensitive to over-development. Often,
vegetative cover, which provides a natural
buffer between land and water, is cleared to
accommodate building sites, landscaped

lawns, roads, and a variety of other uses.
These activities, in turn, can adversely impact
lake and stream quality by increasing runoff
and pollution transport to the water. In
addition to pollution control, vegetative cover
adjacent to lakes and streams provides habitat
for wildlife and can help cool adjacent waters.
Recognizing the need to protect shoreland
areas, several states (including Maine,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin) have adopted
regulations to minimize the impact of
shoreland development. Michigan, through
its Natural Rivers Program, requires that
special development standards be met on
designated rivers including the Pere
Marquette, Flat, Rogue, White, and Lower
Kalamazoo. Shoreland protection regulations
generally take the form of an overlay district.
An overlay district is a zoning district that
applies to a specific geographic area such as
a lake shoreland or stream corridor. In an
overlay district, development must meet the
conditions of the underlying district in
addition to the provisions set forth in the
overlay district. A shoreland overlay district
is an approach that can be used to minimize
the impact of shoreland development. The
shoreland overlay district can be used to help
ensure there are uniform regulations in place
across several zoning districts or political
jurisdictions.

Open Space
Development
Open space and rural character are difficult to define…
but you know it when you see it.

Benefits of open space development:
An approach that is gaining acceptance in
communities across the state is a zoning technique
called open space development. Recognizing the
value of preserving open space, Michigan’s zoning
enabling acts were recently amended to require
that municipalities provide open space development
as an alternative to conventional development in
certain residentially-zoned areas. Open space
development typically allows the same number of
homes to be built, but they are clustered on a
smaller portion of the development site. Thus,
more undeveloped, open space is preserved.

With open space development, a site analysis is
generally required to identify important natural
features such as wetlands, steeply sloped areas,
forests, stream corridors, and lake shorelands. These
natural areas can constitute all or part of the
designated open space portions of the development
site. Development is then clustered in appropriate
locations on the site and designated open space
elements are protected in perpetuity, typically
through a deed restriction or conservation
easement. Ideally, designated open space areas are
designed to be accessible and useable for passive
or active recreational activities.

• Permanent protection of open areas and natural
features without restricting property rights
• Rural character preservation
• Cost savings to property owners due to less
infrastructure construction and maintenance
• Development potential of the site is not limited
• No large public expenditures are required for
land acquisition
• May create a continuity of “greenway” open space
for wildlife migration and movement
• Helps to curtail urban sprawl

Properly designed open space developments can
provide the following water quality benefits:
• Clustering can help to minimize impervious
surfaces by shortening road lengths
• If wetlands and forestlands are preserved as “open
space elements,” the natural ability of these areas
to filter and trap pollutants is not lost
• Development of erosion-prone areas (such as
steeply-sloped forestlands) can be avoided

Dedicated Open Space

(Protected with Conservation Easement)

• The land’s natural ability to convey and cleanse
stormwater can be preserved and the natural
infiltration of stormwater can be sustained

Conservation
Tips

As a property owner, there are several things you
can do to help conserve the natural features of the
Four Townships. In implementing conservation
measures, it is important to realize that an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Once a
natural feature is lost, it is difficult, if not impossible
to restore it. Often, natural features such as wetlands
are destroyed piecemeal–a garage here, a driveway
there. This is sometimes referred to as the “nibbling”
effect. Over time, collective nibbling can have dire
consequences. The integrity of the resource is
diminished or, in some cases, lost forever. There
are, however, a number of things you can do to
minimize the nibbling effect. Remember, together,
we shape our future!

Protect Natural Features

Whether you are a long time
resident, a new homeowner,
developer, or a government
official, we all have a stake in
conserving the natural resources
of the Four Townships.

• Most natural features should be viewed as an
asset. Try as we may, it is extremely difficult to
improve on nature.
• Avoid construction and clearing of steeply-sloped
areas. When the rain comes, the soil will wash
away!
• An important first step to protect wetlands is to
know the location of wetlands on your property.
A map that shows the generalized locations of
wetlands in the Four Townships can be viewed
at www.ftwrc.org and is available through the
Four Township Water Resources Council (see
Information Sources at end of booklet).
• Preserve a natural undisturbed buffer area along
the fringe of wetlands on your property.

• Remember that state law protects many wetlands
and filling, dredging, and other activities require
a permit from the Department of Environmental
Quality.
• Look for alternatives to avoid wetland impacts.
For example, can a driveway be routed around
the wetland? If not, can the wetland be crossed
at its narrowest point to minimize impacts? In
most cases, with slight modification, you can
accomplish the same objective without harming
the wetland.
• Explore alternatives to impacting wetland areas.
Wetlands, by their nature, are wet! Anything you
build in a wetland will probably get wet too.

Fertilizer Management
• Generally, a little fertilizer goes a long way–more
is not necessarily better. Apply fertilizer sparingly
and have your soil tested periodically to determine
its nutritional needs. This is especially true
around lakes where excessive fertilizer applications
often result in unwanted plant growth. If you
live on or near a lake and you feel you must apply
fertilizer, use a slow-release nitrogen formulation
with no phosphorus. (Phosphorus is the nutrient
that most often stimulates excessive growth of
aquatic plants and algae, leading to a variety of
problems know collectively as eutrophication.)
Most soil is saturated with phosphorus and the
additional phosphorus applied as fertilizer will
probably end up in the lake causing increased
and unwanted plant growth.

Stormwater Management
• The more impervious surface on your property,
the greater the potential for the runoff of
stormwater. When you are undertaking a
construction project on your property, take a few
minutes to consider drainage issues. Where
possible, promote the natural infiltration of
stormwater into the ground. This can be
accomplished by allowing water to drain to areas
where vegetation and soil conditions allow for
infiltration.
• If possible, capture and infiltrate drainage from
your downspouts rather than letting it flow
overland.

Maintain Vegetative Cover
• Preserve natural vegetation where possible
(especially around wetlands, streams and lakes).
• If you live on a lake and natural vegetation is not
already present, establish a vegetative buffer along
the shoreline. A vegetative buffer will not only
reduce the runoff of fertilizers and other pollutants
to the lake it can also provide habitat and cover
for frogs, turtles, and other aquatic inhabitants.
Canada geese will often avoid properties that
have vegetation established along the shoreline.
• With respect to maintenance, the more natural
area you have on your property the better. Why
work to establish and maintain a manicured lawn
on all of your property if you do not have to?
• If you are undertaking a construction project on
your property, minimize clearing as much as
possible. The less bare soil exposed, the less
erosion that can occur.

• Grow native plants from our area including trees,
shrubs, flowers and grasses. Wildlife use the
pollen, nectar, nuts, cones, berries and seeds to
make a living.

Septic System Maintenance
• Know the location of your septic system.
• Avoid parking vehicles, planting trees, and other
activities in locations that could damage your
septic system.
•Avoid putting harmful materials such as coffee
grounds, fats, oils, solvents, and paper towels into
your septic system.
• Do not use chemical agents to clean your septic
system except on the advice of your local health
department.
• If you have a garbage disposal, use it sparingly
(if at all) to avoid overloading your septic system.
• Don’t overburden your septic system with excess
water. Conserve water in your home as much as
possible and redirect surface water flow away
from your septic absorption field.
• To ensure optimum operation, have your septic
tank pumped every three to five years.

Four Township Water Resources Council
P.O. Box 634
Richland, MI 49083-0634
Information on Council activities and publications
can be obtained from the Council’s
web site at www.ftwrc.org
or by emailing the Council : mail@ftwrc.org

Four Township Water
Resources Council Publications
www.ftwrc.org
Four-Township Water Atlas: A guide to the water
resources in the townships of Barry and Prairieville
(Barry County) and Richland and Ross (Kalamazoo
County)

Information
Sources

Water Shed Resource Papers
Watershed Resource Regulations: A Regulatory Guide
book for the Four Township Water Resources Project
Four Township Recreational Carrying Capacity Study
of Pine Lake, Upper Crooked Lake, Gull Lake, and
Sherman Lake
Four Township Environmental Carrying Capacity
Study of Pine Lake, Upper Crooked Lake, Gull Lake,
and Sherman Lake
Four –Township Geographic Information System
Principles of Open Space Development

Conservation Easements

Land and Water Management

Augusta Creek

Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy
6851 South Sprinkle Road
Portage, MI 49002
(269) 324-1600

Barry County MSU Extension
Suite 101
206 West Court Street
Hastings, MI 49058
(269) 945-1388

Augusta Creek Watershed Association
11709 Letches Lane
Delton, MI 49046
(269) 671-4547
www.kbs.msu.edu/acwa

Kalamazoo County MSU Extension
Room 302
201 West Kalamazoo Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
(269) 383-8830

Suggested Reading

Soil Erosion and Sedimentation
Control Permits
Barry County Planning Department
County Courthouse
220 West State Street
Hastings, MI 49058
(269) 945-1290
Kalamazoo County Drain Commissioner
201 W. Kalamazoo Avenue, Room 107
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
(269) 384-8117

Kellogg Biological Station
Land and Water Program
3700 E. Gull Lake Drive
Hickory Corners, MI 49060
(269) 671-2412

Planning and Zoning

Farmland Preservation Program

Prairieville Township Hall
10155 S. Norris Road
Delton, MI 49046
(269) 623-2664
Richland Township Hall
7401 N. 32nd Street
Richland, MI 49083
(269) 629-4921
Ross Township Hall
12086 M-89
Richland, MI 49083
(269) 731-4888
Barry Township (Contact the Barry County
Planning Department @ (269) 945-1290)

Barry County Conservation District
1611 South Hanover
Suite 105
Hastings, MI 49058-2579
(269) 948-8056
Kalamazoo County Conservation District
1911 W. Centre Avenue
Portage, MI 49024-5333
(269) 327-1258

Wetland, Lake, and Stream Permits
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
Kalamazoo District Office
7953 Adobe Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49009-5026
(269) 567-3500

Conservation Options: A Landowner’s Guide
(available from the Southwest Michigan Land
Conservancy at (269) 324-1600)
Living With Michigan’s Wetlands: A Landowner’s
Guide can be found at
www.michigan.gov/deq/1,1607,7-135-3313_368710502--,00.html
Lakescaping for Wildlife and Water Quality (to
order call (800) 657-3757)
Landscaping for Water Quality (available through
the Four Township Water Resources Council)

Four Township Water Resources Council
P.O. Box 634
Richland, MI 49083-0634

